VBS 2013 Decoration Ideas

Sno-Cone Kiosk
Writer: Mark Jones
Another item of interest to add to this scene could be a
sno-cone kiosk. Many kiosks are found in an amusement
park and we can barrow this idea from past VBS years
and reuse items already available to you.
Wrap a cart or small table with the silver water tank wrap
used on the diner. Lean a couple of wagon wheels against
the table and add a large umbrella (colors of diner if possible).
To make a sno-cone machine, choose a medium size box
slightly smaller than a copy paper box. Carefully cut windows on all four sides. Spray paint the box silver inside
and outside. It might take a few coats to cover any printing on the box. After the paint is completely dry, add window glass made from scrap pieces of
laminating film or acetate from the hobby store. Add pillow batting to the box as snow but do
not fill over half way. Place this on the cart and add the motor to the top of the box. It is possible to look around for items that could play the part but if you need to make a motor, cover an
oatmeal can with foil and tape that to an upside down foil pan add a couple of soup cans.
Be sure to have cone cups visible. Create the cups by taking bright pink paper and curling it
around into a cone and taping in place. Use scissors to cut the paper straight across the top of
the cone. Since this is Cotton Candy Diner, consider making this kiosk a place to get cotton
candy or locate in another place on a special day to get cotton candy as children leave the VBS.
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